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AOD School Engagement Project

In late 2018 the AOD program in conjunction with other
community services staff delivered 16 sessions to 6
schools in Katherine, Clyde Fenton Primary School,
Katherine High School (Clontarf) Katherine Flexible
Learning centre, Katherine South Primary School,
McFarland Primary School and St Joseph Primary school
with over 380 students participating.

later brought into context for the students. Part of the
school session was a t-shirt design competition. The tshirt had to have messages around reducing harm from
Alcohol and Other Drugs.

We received 108 t-shirt designs and the 3 winning
designs were from Ava Anderson-Campbell from
Katherine South Primary School, Lashani McDonald from
Staff went out to schools and delivered messages
Clyde Fenton Primary school and Leilani Ryan from
around the effects of drugs and alcohol use as well as
McFarland Primary school.
self-care and wellbeing. Staff also coordinated activities These shirts have been printed and are for young people
with the students getting them to identify positive
and community members that engaged in the school
supports in their lives and who they can go to when they session and any future education/engagement sessions
are feeling down. Staff also did various activities with
run by the AOD and/or Community Services programs.
the students using the beer goggles to make them
aware of how alcohol can affect their visual and
This project was made possible by a funding
movement senses this was seen as a fun activity but was contribution from the Northern Territory Government
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Kalano Kids
Fun Day

Lazarus Manbulloo handing out freebies to children on
the day

Wurli’s Community Services had their art work completed on the
Strong Indigenous Families truck on Wednesday 14th April. The
completion of the truck was ready just in time for the team to attend
the Kids Fun day held by the Kalano Association at Kalano on Thursday
18th April. Staff members from Wurli’s Community Services programs
were able to showcase the SIF truck and assist with children’s activities
including prizes and giveaways for the children.

Children participating in the art and craft
activities

Homelessness
Conference
By Rocky Hodge
On the 30th of April to 2nd of May 2019, the
KISP team were invited to present at the
National Housing and Homelessness Forum
in Darwin.
The KISP team were represented by Mary
Mary Moloney during her presentation
Moloney, Eli Sherman, Bruce Lake and Rocky
Hodge and were among 100 people from
different parts of Australia and America. Over 3 days they heard from organisation’s who have been working
with homelessness for many years within the larger cities, describing how the need for housing continues to
grow, and experiencing more families requiring a home. Poverty, mental health, addiction and long term
homelessness remains difficult to tackle, however their organisation has found that forming working
partnerships alongside other services/organisation’s has improved the quality of life and access to services
for these people.
They learnt a lot about the main causes behind both homelessness among youth and homelessness in
general. The statistics were very confronting, especially those in relation to mental health. Mary gave an
amazing presentation talking about Wurli-Wurlinjang Health Service, her role as Manager of Wellbeing and
what the K.I.S.P team does to assist the most vulnerable of Katherine residents. Overall it was an eyeopening experience and one of which we all enjoyed and got a lot of important information out of it. It was
good to see a huge room full of people so passionate about putting an end to one of the biggest issues our
country faces.
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Gudbinji Clinic Update
Firstly I would like to welcome on board two new clinicians Katrina Detering a Registered Nurse who is
working in Gudbinji clinic and secondly Selena brown a Registered Aboriginal Health Practitioner who is
currently working in the ITC Outreach Program. We welcome both on board and no doubt both clients
and staff will see these new faces around.
Trials
We are currently running two clinical trials at the moment, Health Care Homes which is new funding model trial
by the Commonwealth Government and the IPAC trial, a Pharmacy trial project, numerous clients have signed up
to be part of these trials and it is good to see such a positive response.
Diabetes day helpers needed
Gudbinji is also on the lookout for a person who has a couple of hours spare Thursday morning to organise the
cooking for diabetes day. If anyone can help either weekly or an occasional Thursday please contact Trevor on
89729157.
After Hours Clinic
Finally just a reminder that Gudbinji clinic is
open both Monday and Wednesday evenings
from 6pm to 9pm for clinical consultations
with a Doctor rostered on, as well as RAHPs
and Nurses. Appointments can be booked by
contacting any clinical receptionist at Wurli.
Walk in consultation’s are also available.
By Trevor Pilon

Gudbinji Staff members, Keinan Appleby, Sonia
Kruger, Selena Brown, Naomi Rosas, Patrick
Kelly, Katrina Detering, Jaimie Anderson &
Jenny Taylor

PAEDIATRICIAN VISITS
TO WURLI
Women’s and Children’s Clinic Update
This year we have had an increase in the number of visits by the
Paediatrician to Wurli.
These visits have not only proven to be very productive but they
are also an enjoyable experience for the kids.
The ‘captains’ from the Captain Starlight Foundation travel with
the Paediatrician and spend the day playing and doing activities
with all the children.
They do both fun and educational activities and no one minds how
long they wait to be seen!
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Primary School
Screening
Late May and early June a team from Wurli visited MacFarlane
Primary School as part of Women and Children’s school
screening initiative. Workers from various Wurli areas managed
to wrangle kids from every year level to be seen and reviewed.
Our focus was on identifying any issues that would effect
learning, and to try and target kids that don’t get an opportunity
to be seen at the clinic. We looked at eyesight, height, weight,
ears and emotional wellbeing.

Elizabeth Reilly & Dannika Haley screening
Macfarlane students

We also checked the kids out for anaemia with the once
dreaded hemo cue test. Thankfully with our skilled staff,
positive reinforcement from peers and health education we had
all the kids boasting about their ability to get the test done and
their strong blood.
A big thank you to Shanika King, Dannika Haley, Crystal Browne,
Dani Stanley, Prue Brock, Naomi Rosas and Jaye Reid.
Story shared by Elizabeth Reilly—Women’s & Children’s RN

Prue Brock with student during school
screening

Community Engagement event in
Bernhard Street
On Wednesday 29th May, Community Services held a barbeque for local
residents in the forecourt of the Bernhard Street hall.
This date was chosen as it is both National White Wreath Day and Wear
White at Work Day – campaigns which raise awareness of the social impact
of mental illness on our communities.
The event was co-hosted by Mission Australia
whose Support Facilitator, Tiffany Broadbent,
has been working alongside Community
Services staff and other organisations on the
development of a coordinated suicide
prevention program.
The event was enthusiastically supported by
Community Services staff who showcased
their programs and welcomed visitors with a
sausage sizzle.

Community Service staff with Tiffany Broadbent
(2nd from left) from Mission Australia
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Pharmacist at Wurli
By Jaimee Anderson

I’m working here as part of a national trial to determine how
a pharmacist working within an Aboriginal Medical Service
can benefit patients within the service. My main focus has
been patients with chronic diseases, but I’m available to all
clients needing assistance with their medications. I discuss
with patients what their medications are for and why they
need to take it, as well as why they need to take it every day.
I have been reviewing individual medication profiles to
determine if the medications prescribed are the most
appropriate, and working with the other clinicians to provide
collaborative team care. I have also been working closely
with Terrace Pharmacy to ensure timely access to
medications is improved, as well as looking at the proportion
of patients who aren’t taking their medications, so we can
work on solutions to increase compliance.

Pharmacist Jaimie Anderson and RAHP Allison
Williams

Another part of my role is to provide education on medications to both patients and staff, either individually
or in group sessions, and be a part of health promotion activities so patients understand why they need their
medications for good health. Hopefully by bringing another facet of healthcare to the team at Wurli, having a
pharmacist in house can help improve the health outcomes of all our patients here.

Congratulations Ladies
Congratulations to our two newly graduated Registered
Aboriginal Health Practitioners Crystal Browne and
Maggie Raymond. Their graduation was held in Batchelor
with Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education
on the 6th June 2019.
Main clinic staff held a morning tea on the 7th June in
celebration of their achievement.
Maggie, a local girl from Binjari community will continue
her employment with Wurli at the Binjari Health Centre.
Crystal, also a local girl from Katherine will continue her
employment at the Main Clinic.
Well done ladies, from all of us at Wurli.

Crystal Browne and Maggie Raymond
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Team Luncheon! By Elizabeth Reilly
After a busy work year and multiple new staff commencing at
Wurli, the Medical team decided to hold a ‘Work-Family’ lunch to
reconnect and engage with all the new faces.
Every team was in-charge of making different food to share with
each other adhering to allergies, vegetarian options and healthy
food policy. As our guests we had the Admin team, Maintenance
team and HR. The lunch went extremely well with lots of leftover
food and full bellies.

Staff members during the luncheon held in
the Main Clinic Boardroom

Family Fun Days

The Wurli-Wurlinjang Family Partnership Program
held a Pool activity day on the 15th May and an Arts
& Craft activities day on the 20th June with their
clients.
If you are an expectant Mum and would like to find
out more about this program, please call the team on
89729302.

Zion Leuelu enjoying himself with his Mum Tahnee
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Welcome to all our new employees!

Big Wurli Welcome to all the following new employees who have commenced in March, April, May & June:
Tilly Todhunter Child Health Nurse
Katrina Detering Registered Nurse
Jo Cahill Counsellor—SIF
Prue Brock Registered Nurse
Selena Brown Registered AHP
Nickolas Pazder Counsellor
Hector Certeza Binjari Clinic Coordinator
Donna Goodrum Registered AHP
Rocky Hodge Community Support Worker KISP
Naomi Eggmolesse Learning & Development Coordinator
To find out about all our current vacancies head to our website www.wurli.org.au/employment/positions-vacant/
Call us on 89729100 or come in and see us at 25 Third Street, Katherine.

New faces in our clinics
Pictured to the left is a couple new recruits to our clinical services,
Enrolled Nurse, Prue Brock (far left) and Registered Aboriginal
Health Practitioner, Donna Goodrum (far right). They are pictured
with our longer term RAHPs, Sandra Allwright, Debra Kenafake,
Kahla Maclean and Alison Williams.

THUMBS UP
Naomi Rosas sends a thumbs up to our
very own blackboard artists, Velma King &
Prue Brock for doing a great job keeping
our clients informed with their deadly
artwork!

Keep an eye on the Blackboards at Gudbinji for all the latest messages, specialist days and health promotion etc
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NAAJA Board Visits
Wurli Programs
North Australian Aboriginal Justice Agency’s Board
members visited Wurli’s new Community Services
hub and in particular the StrongBala Justice Program
which deals with clients coming through the justice
system.
NAAJA Board Members with StrongBala staff

Community Services Knowing Our Community
Many people that attend Community Services tell us
about their complex issues that have caused lots of
worries and stress. Some of the worries are often about
how difficult it is to deal with completing paperwork,
understanding their health conditions, or not knowing
what services are in Katherine that can help them or
their loved ones. Having the right answers to give
people is important for us.

family and their workplace. He discussed supporting
individuals in accessing health care with Top End
Mental Health Services, support in housing applications
and accessing a stepped care/community based mental
health facilities in Darwin should a person feel that they
are relapsing in health issues.

Karissa sincerely spoke about the importance of
parenting skills in a child’s development and supporting
Over the last few months, the Community Services staff families who like many people, regardless of
have been involved in getting to know our colleagues in background, can struggle with bonding, forming good
different programs around Katherine. Every second
attachments and understanding the needs of young
Wednesday, Wurli Community Services invite an
children, and that this can be especially difficult if a
organisation to present their program at 9 Second
mother or father feels under pressure. They also
Street. During these meetings we discover what other identify potential triggers that can impact the child’s
services can offer, how a person or family can access
wellbeing and development.
this service, but more importantly how we can work
Located at:
together for the betterment of our clients, our family
Shop 3, 12 Third Street,
and our community.
Katherine NT 0850
Phone:
TEAM HEALTH VISIT
(08) 8943 9600
Karissa Morrison and Savvas Manias spoke passionately
about providing care to individuals recovering from
mental health illness and providing assistance to
NORTHERN TERRITORY ALCOHOL AND OTHER
families who wish to seek support and up skill their
DRUGS
parenting skills.
The Community Services welcomed Northern Territory
Savvas discussed NDIS packages that are available to
Government Alcohol and Other Drug Service (NTG
individuals with mental health illness, who more often AOD) staff who spoke at length regarding this
than not struggle to feel part of their community, their invaluable health service. Continues on page 9.
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Knowing Our
Community
Continued...
The services provides assessment, medical treatment
and follow-up to individuals requesting specialised AOD
assistance. The service visits Katherine quarterly
working closely with the AOD nurse based at Katherine
Mental Health Service. The service provides a nonjudgemental care package to individual, with all staff
passionate about assisting people who struggle with an
addiction illness.
During the discussion it became clear that both
Community Services and NTG AOD share common goals
in wanting the best for the community, with both
services understanding the struggles in maintaining
sobriety, absenteeism and reducing substance intake
(harm minimisation). Community Services and AOD
look forward to working closely together over the
coming months, with a focus on improving access to
specialised services to enable individuals and family
maintaining the journey of recovery from addiction

24 hour counselling
Counselling Online:
1800 888 236
National Alcohol and
Other Drug Hotline:
1800 250 015
Northern Territory
Mental Health Line
1800 682 288
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For more information please see the below website:
https://blurredborders.legalaid.wa.gov.au/
https://www.legalaid.nt.gov.au/
Legal Aid Helpline:
1800 019 343
Katherine office phone:
89738704

SYPHILIS ENHANCED RESPONSE (SER)
PROGRAM
The Wurli SER team lead by Coordinator Karly Ah Fat,
RAHP Daniel Rosas and Community Engagement
Officer Donnella Arnold. The Community Services
learnt about the importance of sexual health and the
impact that Sexually Transmitted Infections have in
our community. How working together by
encouraging and supporting people to attend the
Wurli Health Service for testing and treatment will
reduce the devastating impact that these preventable
diseases have on our health, family and community.
The SER team are committed to providing easy
accessible testing and treatment to individuals
currently concerned for their health, but more
strikingly are dedicated to ensuring a confidential,
non-judgemental care is provided, with a strong
emphasis on respect for people.
Located at Pandanas Plaza,
25 First Street,
Katherine NT 0850
Phone: 08 89729193

NORTHERN TERRITORY LEGAL AID KATHERINE
Community Services welcomed Northern Territory
Legal Aid Katherine. Tammy Frean presented Blurred
Borders, a resource tool to assist individuals, family
and the community on matters relating to bail and
criminal processes with a focus on family violence.
The Blurred Border’s resource is an easy to use
picture tool that provides accurate information on
each aspects of what orders mean, difference
between defendant, witness, protected person to
name a few, but also provides an understanding of
role of Lawyer, Judge and prosecutor.

L-R: Donnella Arnold, Karly Ahfat
and Daniel Rosas
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Construction Underway at Main Clinic
On Thursday 4th July works commenced at the Main Clinic, 25 Third Street for a new under cover outdoor waiting
area for our clients. This will be a welcoming infrastructure inclusion to the clinic’s waiting area allowing clients
the option to wait outside all year round with shade from the sun
and rain. The area is currently fenced off for everyone’s safety. The
builders and their contractors will try to keep traffic disruption to a
minimum, however be mindful that they will need to offload tools &
materials, trailers, excavators etc. during the construction period.
Please be careful when you are in this vicinity. Wurli acknowledges
the funding contribution from the Commonwealth Government to
make this project possible. Watch this space for its completion.

NEW DENTAL BUILDING COMPLETED
Wurli’s very first Dental clinic is one step closer to becoming a reality with the completed construction of the
new dental building which is located where the hearing booth is. Both buildings have been joined making
space for an indoor waiting area as well as an outdoor waiting space for clients. We are still waiting on a
Certificate of Occupancy to be able to use the new facility. A new Dentist and Dental Assistant have been
advertised in recent weeks. A grand opening will take place when we are ready to open doors. A funding
contribution from the Commonwealth Government allowed for the delivery of this project

Watch this space!
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NEW VEHICLE UPGRADES
Infrastructure &
Assets
You may have noticed some of
our staff members getting around
in different vehicles these days.

John Tapau and Albert
O’Connor, our part-time
Maintenance support workers
were hard at it helping fix a
leaking pipe at the Main clinic

We have traded-in 5 of our old
Toyota Camry’s and purchased
new Mitsubishi ASX’s
(pictured above to the left).

The New SIF Van
Arrived
How cool is the new Strong Indigenous
Families van. Come check it out during
their next visit to your community.
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Out and About During NAIDOC Week

Wurli’s Community Services programs were out and about during this years NAIDOC week from the 8th-12th
July attending the Kalano Fun Day where they prepared some healthy fruit cups and did a colouring in
competition for the kids. The StrongBala/Venndale Football team played a game of footy against the Kalano
Football team with Kalano winning by 2 goals. They also attended the Rocky Ridge and Kalano Aged Care
morning tea events with their clients. Happy Harold was also in Katherine during the same week attending
healthy lifestyles sessions in communities as well as at our Women’s & Children’s Health centre.

The beginning as clients started arriving
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